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OPTIMAL CONTROL ALLEVIATION OF TILTING PROPROTOR GUST RESPONSE

Wayne Johnson

_mes Research Center

and

U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Optimal control theory is applied to the design of a control system for
alleviation of the gust response of tilting proprotor aircraft. Using a

z

proprotor and cantilever wing analytical model, the uncontrolled and controlled

gust response is examined over the entire operating range of the aircraft

except for hover: helicopter mode, conversion, and airplane mode flight.

Substantial improvements in the loads, ride quality, and aeroelastic stability
are possible with a properly designed controller. A single controller,

nominally optimal only at the design point speed (160 knots here), operated
efficiently over the entire speed range, with the possible exception of very
low speed in helicopter mode. Kalman-Bucy filters were used as compensation
networks to provide state estimates from various measurements in the system.
Efficient control requires the measurement of the wing motion, rotor speed
perturbation, and tip-path-plane tilt.

INTRODUCTION

The tilting proprotor aircraft is a promising concept for short haul,

V/STOL missions. The successful operation of this aircraft will require an

-= acceptable level of loads and ride quality in response to atmospheric turbu-
lence. Small V/STOL aircraft operating at low altitudes will be expected by
users to have ride qualities at least as good as current large Jet-transport
aircraft.

A number of studies have established the influence of gust response on

the deslgn of tilting proprotor aircraft. A representative proprotor design
encounters design limit blade loads due to vertical gusts in high speed air-

• . place mode flight, and design limit drive train loads due to asy,_etric
longitudinal gusts (ref. I). The cabin acceleration response to vertical
gusts has been found to be about the same as that of a conventional aircraft

of similar size (a higher wing loading offsetting the rroprotor effects),
• while the response to lateral and longitudinal turbulence is somewhat higher

than for a conventional turboprop aircraft (ref. 2). It is concluded therefore
that some ride quality improvement will be required for extensive utilization
of the tilting proprotor aircraft on V/STOL missions. Another interesting

factor is that design variations to reduce tiltrotor noise tend to increase
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the gust response. One study has shown a 50Z increase in the vertical accel-
eration due to vertical gusts in cruise, for a 5 PNdB noise reduction (ref.3).

' We wish to consider the design of a feedback control system for allevia-

tion of tilting proprotor aircraft gust response. The primary interest at

this stage is in what improvement of the loads and ride quality is feasible

with a properly designed controller, and the characteristics of the measure-
ments and control required to achieve it. Optimal control theory will be used

to design a gust alleviation system. A Kalman-Bucy filter will be used as a

compensation network to provide a state estimation from various measurements.

The report begins with a discussion of the analytical model for the proprotor

dynamic behavior. Then the control design process will be briefly discussed.
Finally the results for the uncontrolled and controlled gust response of a

tilting proprotor will be examined over the entire range of operation: heli-

copter mode, conversion, and airplane cruise mode flight.

PROPROTOR MODEL

An analytlcal model has been developed for the aeroelastic behavior of a
tilting proprotor and cantilever wing (ref8. 4 and 5). The dynamic system is
described by a set of linear differential equations. This model has been

applled (in ref. 6) to the dynamics of two full-scale proprotor designs: a

glmballed, stiff-lnplane rotor and a hingeless, 8oft-inplane rotor. The

uncontrolled dynamic stability and aeroelastlc behavior was investigated

(ref. 6), Including a consideration of what elements of the analytical model
are required for an adequate representation of the dynamics, and a comparison
with the results of full-scale tests. These studies (refs. 5 and 6) have

concluded that the rotor model required for an analysis of proprotor dynamics
consists of the following degrees of freedom: the first two bending modes per
blade (first out-of-plane mode and first inplane mode); gimbal pitch and yaw
for a gtmballed rotor; and the rotor speed perturbation, including engine
inertia and damping effects. The rotor blade pitch motion was found to have a
significant role in the dynamics. For control investigations however, it i8

important to keep the order of the system as low as possible. Thus the blade i
i pitch dynamics are included by using a quaststattc model, which does not add

i degrees of freedom to the system. The quaststatic torsion representation has t
been shown to be an adequate model for the flight conditions considered here
(ref. 6).

@

The rotor speed perturbation (a s) has an important role in the dynamics
of tilting proprotor aircraft (ref8. $ and 6). With a turbosheft engine the
rotor behaves nearly as i( windatllins as far as its dynamic behavior i8

• concerned. The engine inertia and daaping are included in the _s dynamics,
since they do have sons influence (ref. 5). A rotor speed governor i8 also
included, consisting of integral feedback of the rotor speed error measured
with respect to the pylon, to rotor collective pitch, with a Ball lead in
helicopter node to increase the danpins of the rotor rotational notion. The
governor has a very Ions tim constant however, so it does not have such
influence on the dymmlc8 (ref. 5). The rotor model used ts valid for high
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and low inflow, and for axial and nonsxia± flight. Hence it is applicable to

the entire range of proprotor operation: helicopter, conversion, and airplane
cruise modes. In nonaxial flow a constant coefficient approximation is used

for the equations of motion. This is a good representation of tilting prop-

rotor dynamics in helicopter forward flight and conversion because of the low

advance ratio characteristic of the operation of this aircraft (ref. 6).

The proprotor and cantilever wing configuration contains the basic

features of the tilting proprotor aircraft aeroelastic behavior, specifically

the high inflow aerodynamics of the rotor and the coupling of the rotor and

elastic wing motion. In addition this model is simpler, and most importantly
of lower order than a complete aircraft model. Hence it is appropriate for an

initial investigation of the optimal control alleviation of proprotor gust

response. Investigation of the response and control system design for an

actual proprotor aircraft would of course require replacement of the cantilever
wing by a more complete support model. For the wing motion we consider the

three lowest frequency degrees of freedom: first mode vertical bending, first

mode cnordwise bending, and first mode torsion.

For controls the rotor collective and cyclic pitch (both axes of cyclic),

and a wing flaperon are considered. The flaperon control is a 30% chord

trailing edge control surface extending over the outer 50% of the span of the
wing. We consider three components of aerodynamic gust: longitudinal,

lateral, and vertical. The three components are assumed to be independent,

and each is uPiform throughout space.

The control system almlysls will be applled here primarily to a gimballed,

stlff-inplane rotor. A complete description of this rotor and wlng i8 given

in reference 6. The rotor has three blades, of radius 3.81 m. The flap

frequency is nearly vB = I/rev (the rotor does have a weak hub spring, and

positive pltch/flap coupling); and the lag frequency is _ = 1.2 to 1.5/rev,
depending on the collective pitch and rotor speed. T_ wing has natural
frequencies of .42/rev in vertical bending and .70/rev In chordwlse bending

(at cruise mode rotor speed), which are typical of tilting proprotor aircraft.

A hlngeless rotor design will also be considered, in order to examine the

influence of the rotor type on the gust response and control design.

In summary, the proprotor and wlng model used in the present analysis
consists of the following degrees of freedom: rotor glmbal pitch and yaw

tilt, rotor coning (_o, a blade elastlc bendlngmode), two cycllc lag modes
(giving respectively lateral and vertlcal displacement of the net rotor center

• of gravity), and the rotor rotational speed perturbation _s; and the wing
vertical bending, chordvlse bending, and wlng torsion. There are a total of
nine second-order degrees of freedom, hence 18 states in the system. There
are four controls: rotor collective, lateral cyclic, and longitudinal cyclic

" pitch; and wing flaperon. Finally the three gust components are the external
disturbance of the system.

3
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CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

Optimal Controller

Optimal control theory will be used =o design a gust alleviation system.

The theory constructs a feedback controller for a linear system, to minimize

a quadratic performance index (ref. 7). Consider a linear, time-invarlau;

system (i.e., the proprotor and wing). Let x be the vector of the system
states (degrees of freedom), u the vector of controls, and g the vector of

gust components. The system is described by a set of constant coefficient,

llnear dlfferentlal equations:

. Fx + Gu + Dg

where F, G, and D are constant matrices. Define the quadratic performance
index as follows:

J =_o_(XTAx + uTBu)dt

where A 18 a constant, zymmetrlc, and nonnegatlve definite matrix; and B is

constant, symmetric, poslti_e definite. Only the case where A and B are

also diagonal i8 considered. The control problem is to find a control law for

u to minimize the performance index for arbitrary excitation of the system by
the gust disturbance. The solution is the optimal deterministic controller

" (ref. 7), which i8 linear state variable feedback, u = -Cx, where
' C - B-1GTS, and S is the constant, symmetric, positive definite matrix

solution of the R/catti equation

SF + FTs - SGB-IGTs + A - 0

The Ittcatti equation is solved by Potter's metho_ (ref. 8).

The diagonal elements of the weighting matrices A and B may be inter-

prated as (Xmax)-2 and (Umax)-2 respectively (ref 6). Only the relative

i magnitudes of the weights in the performance index are important, since any

common factor simply scales J..Based on the solution for a first order
system, we may interpret (A/B) I/2 as the "gain" of the system, which determines

I the level of the feedback control. No weight is placed in A on those statescorresponding to the velocities of the degrees of freedom; it is sufficient to
constrain the displacement (adding a constraint on the velocities may be done

• with a single additional parameter, representing the frequency content of the
allowable motion). In sumury, A and B are diagonal, with no constraint in A
on the velocities of degrees of freedom. The rmuainin8 elements of the
weighting matrices are chosen so the rms acceleration of the wins and rotor

motion have about the same _ercent reduction at high gain. For the gimballad
rotor, a waight of 0.1 red "L was used for the rotor flap, iaS, and %= degrees
of freedom; a weight of 1.0 for the rotor coning and the wins dasTed of free-
dom| and a weight of (gain) -2 for the controls (B). For most of the results
presented here a gain of 10 was used.

4
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State Estimation

e

To design a compensation network we consider a Kalman-Bucy filter to

estimate the states from various measurements. The control problem is as
defined above, except that we no longer assume perfect knowledge of the system

states for the feedback law. Now a limited number of noisy measurements are
considered. Let z be the vector of the measurements, z - Hx + v, where H

is a constant matrix; and v is stationary, white, Gausslan measurement noise,

with zero mean and a covariance E[v(t)vT(_)] ffiR6(t - 3). R is a constant,
symmetric, positive definite correlation matrix. The control problem is to

find the control law for u which minimizes the expected value of the

performance index for a system with measurement and process noise. The process
noise in thls case is the aerodynamic gust disturbance (discussed below). The
solution is the optimal controller together with the st_es estimated by a

Kalman-Bucy filter (ref. 6). Thus we have linear feedback, u = -Cxe,

where C is the same matrix as the optimal deterministic controller above,

and xe Is the estimate of the state which must be obtained from the measure-
merits z. The Kalman-Bucy filter gives a maximum llkellhood/minlmum variance
estimate of the state:

= + Gu - K(z - HXe)Xe FXe

where K = -PHTR-! and P is the solution of the matrix Ricattl equation

FP + PFT - pHTR-IRP + DQDT = 0

. Q is the correlation matrix of the process noise (the gust). For the measure-
ment noise, it is assumed that R is diagonal with elements equal to
(I06_) -1 sec; this corresponds to broadband noise with say a level of .07 deg
rms and a 3/rev break frequency.

#

Gust Model

_ The Kalman-Bucy filter assumes white process noise. The aerodynamic gust
_, Is not well represented by a constant spectrum hovever, rather the gust

i strength is concentrated at low frequencies. A Karkov-process gust model t8used to obtain the appropriate gust spectrum (reG. 9). The vector of the
three gust components is g; let

1

_=-T_g +w

• where TG is the correlation time of the gust; and v is 8tattonary, white,
Gaussian noise with zero mean and a correlation g[w(t)w'(_)] = Q_ 8(t - T).

O_ i8 a constant, sy:saetric, non-negative definite uatrtx. It i_ assumed

, t_at QG is diagonal, with all eleaentz equal to 2o_/T f.

Hence the Suet velocity is a Markov process. The three components era
uncorrelated, with identical statistics. Each componant of 8 has zero nun

and a covarianoe E(S 2) = (I/2)QoT G - o_. So o G is the rue level of the gust

1976003907-007



velocity. The gust spectrum is

°G2TG I

SG = _ I + (IGW)2

Thus the gust velocities are included in the state vector, and the first order

equations for g to the system differential equations. The process noise for

the resulting system is w (which directly excites only the gust velocities);

w is white noise, as the analysis requires. Although g is added to the
system states, there can of course be no constraint on the gust in the perfor-
mance index (i.e., in the matrix A). The control matrix C includes feedback

of the gust components now, but it is found here that they are small; _n any

case, the elements in C corresponding to the actual system degrees of free-
dom are independent of the inclusion of the gust model.

The above gust spectrum compares well with the more usual von K_rm_n

spectrum. We identify TG by matching to the yon K_rm_n spectrum at frequency

= O, obtaining TG = L/2V, where L is the gust correlation distance, and V
is the aircraft flight speed. A comparison of the von K_rm_n spectrum with

the present approximation shows that the two spectra are quite close (ref. I0),

as expected since both the low frequency level and the rms values have been

matched. A correlation length of L = 120 m is used, which is typical of low

altitude turbulence (ref. II). For the gust strength OG, 2 m/sec is typical
of clear air turbulence (CAT), and 6 m/sec for thunderstorms (refs. 12 and 13).

Finally, note that the gust model is based on Taylor's hypothesis, that

for an aircraft flying with velocity V through a turbulence field in space,
. the gust spectrum wlth time frequency _ is obtained from the spectrum wlth

space frequency Gx by the substitution _ = V£x. It has been established that
that this is a good model for turbulence, but it is not valid at V = 0. Thus

we are not designing a controller for hover or very low speed operation of the

proprotor aircraft (only speeds 40 knots and above are considered).

System Performance

To determine the control system performance, the open and closed loop

: dynamic stability are examined, in particular the damping ratio of the wing

banding modes, which are the critical modes for proprotor dynamics. Further-

more we consider the rms response of the wing and rotor to aerodynamic gust

excitation. The covariance matrix X = E(xx T) is obtained directly from the
matrices in the equations of motion (ref. 9). The rms response 18 given per ,
unit rms gust level. For the wind motion we examine the rms acceleration at :

i the wing tip (vertical and chordwise) in S's per m/sec of gust velocity. For• the rotor flap and lag motion we consider the rma response in the rotating
frames, in degrees per m/set of gust velocity. The response in the rotating

i frame is 81ven by the square root of the sum of the squares of the response in

• the nonrotating frame. For example, the flap motion B i_ obtained from the
gimbal pitch and yew (Sic and _ls) by B = .707 (_1_ + Bls)l/2; the result for
the cyclic lag motion (_) is similar. In general, this is simply a measure of
the total cyclic flap and lag response.

1976003907-008



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Operating State

Figure I shows the operating states considered for the glmballed prop-

rotor: the schedule of rotor tip speed (_R), pylor,angle (_p), and thrust
coefficient-solidity ratio (CT/a) as a function of flight speed. The resulting
advance ratio v (the component of forward velocity parallel to the disk plane,
divided by the tip speed), and inflow ratio _ (normal velocity component

divided by tip speed) are also shown. The entire range of tilting proprotor

operation is covered, from 0 to 280 knots at sea level standard conditions.

Helicopter forward flight extends up to 80 knots. The pylon is converted from
vertical to horizontal for V = 80 to 140 _ots. Then in airplane mode, V = 140

to 160 knots, the wing flaps are raised and the rotor speed reduced. Finally

airplane mode cruise extends to 280 knots. This conversion path corresponds
roughly to the center of the conversion corridor of a representative tilting

proprotor aircraft. Additional details of the operating state, and a discus-

sion of the open loop dynamics, are given in reference 6.

Proprotor Gust Response

Figure 2 shows the gust response of the proprotor and wing over the speed

range from 40 to 280 knots. We shall first examine the uncontrolled response.
The rms rotor flap response is a maximum in high speed cruise, reaching about

.45 deg/m/sec. This compares well with calculatlons for the complete aircraft,

which give .3 to .5 deg/m/sec for V = 200 to 260 knots (ref. 2). The rms gust

strength is typlcally 6 m/sec in thunderstorms, and 2 m/sec in clear air turbu-
lence (CAT). Thu_ the 3o flap response in CAT is of the order 2.6". The flap

response is not a loads problem for a gimballed rotor (unless the glmbal stops

are encountered), but the large rotor flapping is involved in the excitation
of the rest of the system. The rms rotor lag response increases greatly with
speed, to about .26 deg/m/sec here. This cyclic lag motion produces blade
loads for the gimballed rotor, the response at high speed cruise corresponding
to the rotor design limit loads typically (ref. 1).

The win K tip vertical acceleration increases greatly with speed, to about
.4 8/m/sec. This compares with •bout .2 g/m/sec calculated for the vertical
• cceleration at the crew station due to vertic•l gusts with • complete aircraft
model (ref. 2). The trend with speed is simil•r for the cantilever wing and

• complete aircr•ft c•lculations, with a gust alleviation factor of •bout 2 for
the crew station •ceeleration compared with the wind tip •ceeleratinn (note
however that the former w•s c•lculated for • 3000 m •ltitude, •nd• gust

• correl•tion length of L - 300 m). Figure 2 gives a 30 wing tip ve_tic•l

• ceeleration in CAT of 2.4& •t maximum speed, which is very high. fhe wink i
tip chordwise •eceleration is low in helicopter_de, increases in conversion
(due to the response to rotor thrust perturb•tions), •nd is rou&hly constant !

in •irplane mode. Figure 2 givea •bout .12 g/m/sac, compared to •bout I
.07 K/m/sec for the crew st•tion longitudinal acceler•tinn response to longi-
tudinsl gusts with • complete aircraft model (ref. 2). The 30 wing tip chord- i
wise 8ccelsration in CAT is then of the order .Ts.

?
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Optimal Deterministic Controller

Figure 2 compares the gust response for the proprotor and wing uncon-

trolled and with the optimal deterministic controller. The control system

accomplishes a substantial reduction in the gust response. At maximum speed
the closed loop flap and lag response is about 5% of the open loop response,

and the wing tip acceleration is reduced to about 10% of the open loop level•

The 30 flap response in CAT is of the order 0.I°, and the wing tip vertical

acceleration 0.3g. Note that the gust response of the controlled system is

relatively independent of speed, in contrast to the large increases with V

for the loop response. Figure 2 also shows the damping ratio of the wing
vertical bending mode. The wing modes are an important factor in the proprotor

gust response. Their natural frequencies are faicly high compared to the gust

frequencies, but the resonant response is high because of the very low damping
(ref. 14). Hence the control system greatly increases the wing mode dynamic

stability in order to reduce the gust response•

The wing flaperon control motion required increases roughly linearly with

speed, as the flaperon aerodynamic effectiveness increases, to about •18 des/

m/set at maximum speed. The rotor collective pitch control required is around
.2 to .3 deE/m/set over the entire speed range. The cyclic control increases

• with speed in helicopter and conversion modes, and is nearly constant in

airplane mode at about .22 deg/m/sec. Thus the 3u flaperon and rotor control

required in CAT is of the order of 1.2°, which is a reasonable level.

The implementation of the optimal controller would require that the feed-

back gains be programmed wlth the proprotor operating state, since a different

control system is designed for each condition. It is preferable to use a

single controller over the entire operating range. There are large changes In

the open loop dynamics however, due to the variations of the flight speed,

rotor speed, and especially pylon angle; hence it is not necessarily expected
that a single controller will be feaslble. Figure 2 also shows the closed

loop gust response using a single controller designed for optimal response at
160 knots. It Is observed that nearly the same performance Is achieved wlth
thls single controller as v'th the optimal controller for each speed -- even
in conversion mode where the pylon angle is changing. There is some degrada-
tion in the performance at low speed in helicopter mode however; for example,
the wins chordwtse bending mode damping (not shown) is actually reduced at
40 knots. We are not designing a controller for hover and very low speed
anyway of course. If necessary the controller could probably be programmed
with the pylon angle without too much difficulty.

The controller designed by chls process Is not sample. The state varl-
able feedback matrix C has 84 elements (18 states, 3 gust components, and 4

• controls). While many of the elements are negligibly small, the retaining
feedback loops comprise a falrly sophlstlcatedsystem. For example, for the

160 knot controller the major loops are: _s, _s, rotor coning, vlns motion
and wang veloclty feedback to rotor collectlve; rotor flap and lag motion,
flap and las velocity, vtns motion and wins velocity feedback to rotor cyclic;
and wins vertical bending velocity feedback to wins flaparon. There are two
particularly notable loops. The wins flaparon control is almost entirely

8
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feedback of the wing velocity: 6F = -Kqw . The wing lift due to the flaperonI
is directly responsible for the large increase in the wing vertical bending

mode damping. The other loop is the _s feedback to collective pltch,.which i.

essentially a very tight governor on the rotor speed: eo = KI¢ s + Kp_s. The

integral gain KI equals 18.8 deg/sec/rpm over the entire speed range, which is
very high (0.I to 0.5 deg/sec/rpm would be typical of a governor designed for

power management). The lead in the network is small, Kp/KI = .03 to .10 sec.
Essentially this loop eliminates the rotor speed perturbations from the dynam-

ics, which has a general stabilizing influence (ref. 6).

Gain Sweeps

Figures 3 and 4 present the wing tip vertical acceleration, wing vertical

bending mode damping ratio, and rotor flap response for a gain sweep at

V - 240 knots (in airplane crui3e mode). Increasing the gain decreases the

weight in the performance inde_ on the control motions compared to the rotor
and wlng motions, thus producing tighter control. The results of figure 2

were for a gain = I0, which we see achieves most of the gust response reduc-

tion posslble (with thl8 particular design process and performance index).
The only significant improvement with higher gain is a lower wing vertical

acceleration response. Above a gain = 10 there is little increase in the rotor

control _otion, so most of the improvement at higher gain is due to a larger

wing flaperon control motion (which increases roughly linearly with gain).

Figures 3 and 4 compare the controlled response with and without the wlng

flaperon control, demonstrating the important role of this control in the gust

alleviation system. Without the flaperon control, a closed loop wine tip

vertical acceieratien response of only .085 g/m/sec is achieved (3c response

in CAT order .Sg). The wing flaperon allows a substantially greater reduction
in the wing response, and also allows the rotor controls to reduce the rotor

response more. The wing vertical bending mode achieves only about 12% critical
dupins without the flaperon control. The flaperon alloys a direct, powerful
control of the wing vertical bending mode, which has a central role in the
proprotor dynamic stability and gust response. The effectiveness of such a
control surface would certainly require experlnental verification, for it

; depends on vlecous, unsteady, and three-dlmensional aerodynanlc effects; and
on tlm structural llaitations to the flap oscillations. It is concluded

i though th_t the wins flaparon should deflnitely be included in the controller
design.

i . Now let us exaaine the control system desig_ considering only part of the
system. Figure 3 shows the wins response for an optimal controller designed
with performance index _tights on the rotor notion only (and with no flaperon

. control either). The closed loop 8usa response of the rotor (not shown) :
raains satisfactory; it is even somewhat mallet than with the performance

index constraint on all degrees of freadou. There is a noderate reduction in
the winS notion still, since much of the rotor response is due to the wing lnotion. The 30Z reduction (to .Io g/m/sac) in wins tip vertical acceleration
achieved is not satisfactory perfo_,_ance however. Moreover, the damping ratio

of the wins vertical bend£ns node _= actually decreased by the control 8ystm I

i9
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when the wing motion is not considered in the design (fig. 3). Such a dynamic

stability degradation is not acceptable. Such behavior of a control system

designed considering the rotor alone has been observed in full-scale tests of
a proprotor and a cantilever wing (ref. 15). Figure 5 (from ref. 15) shows

the performance obtained with integral feedback of the longitudinal flapping

to longitudinal cyclic (els =-K_Ic)" A substantial reduction of the transient
flapping is achieved, but at the expense of increased wing vertical bending
motion (the transient motion was obtained by step cyclic control inputs). With

integral feedback, the steady state flap response was zero, and increasing the

gain improved the transient flap dynamics (wlth reduced flap damping however).
The increased wing response for the uncompensated network was unacceptable

.however, and the wing vertical bending mode damping (not shown) was decreased

also, with an unstable point at a gain of 5 for 265 knot.. Lagged position
feedback of the rotor flapping was also tried. This loop was somewhat more

effective than the integral network in reducing the transient flapping, but

produced more wing response; there was .leo a reduction in stability with gain.

With a combination of integral and lagged position feedback, a reduction in

transient flapping of about 30% was achieved with only a small damping reduc-
tion and increase in wing motion (combinations were also found with worse

performance).

Alternatively, we may examine the control system design with only the

wing motion considered. Figure 4 shows the rotor flapping response as a func-

tion of gain for an optimal controller designed with performance index weights

on the wing motion only (and no flaperon control again). The resulting

controller has virtually no feedback of the rotor degrees of freedom. The wing
response and damping (not shown) remain satisfactory; a damping ratio of the
wing vertical bending mode above 30% critical is achieved even with no flap•ton
control. The rotor response however is unacceptable. The flap response at
high 8aln i8 even larger than open loop. The behavior of the cycllc lag
motion, hence the blade loads, is similar.

It is concluded that a satisfactory controller design requires a consid-
eration of the complete dynamic system, not Just the motion of the wing or the
rotor alone. _laxln8 the constraint on part of the system 811ows only a
small improvement in the response of the rest, which does not compensate for
the deterioration of the dlmauic behavior of the unconstrained motions. The
opt_1 control analysis provides a m_ans to design controllers considering
the entire system, both rotor and support, altheush the resulting desisms are
by no means simple.

Heasurement8

We have found that the optimal controlXer ts Xinesr 8iMttt feedback, vtth

uaJor loop8 Involving almost all the de|ten8 of freedou of the system. As an
81ternative to umasurtn8 ell the desrees of freedom, let us consider the use
of a compensation network to estimate the system states frou • 1JJ._Lted n_ber
of measurements. A K81Mn-Bucy filter is used for the compensation nettm=k.
The question is vhat wasuremants are required to satisfactorily control the
system. Figure 6 shotm the rotor flap and w_Ln8 tip vertical accelerat/_m 8use
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response for various measurements, to be compared with the open loop and opti-

mally controlled results of figure 2. Without a measurement of the rotor

rotational speed perturbation (_s), satisfactory control is not generally
possible (the closed loop response can be degraded so far as to be larger than

open loop even). The important role of _s in the pr,_protor dynamics and
control has been pointed out. Since the rotor behaves nearly as if windmilllng,

•n accurate estimate of the rotational spee' perturbations from the motion of

the other degrees of freedom is not possible. It is necessary to measure _s
directly. Figure 6 shows that the flap response remains high with measurements
of the wing motion and the rotor speed perturbation only. It is necessary to

also measure the rotor flap motion (_, i.e., gimbal pitch and yaw) to •chleve
satisfactory control of both the wing and rotor motions. Adding measurements

of the rotor coning and lag motion (Bo, _), which must be obtained in the
rot•tlng frame, does not improve the performance much; certainly not enough in
view of the great difficulties in obtaining such measurements. The rotor tip-

path-plane tilt for the glmballed rotor may be measured in the nonrot•tlng
frame however.

It 18 observed in figure 6 that by measuring the wing motion and the gust
velocities, i.e., the disturbances which are exciting the system, the gust
response may be reduced nearly to the level obtained with perfect knowledge of
the states. (Performance almost this good can be obtained by measuring only
the gust velocities in fact.) Measuring the excitation is therefore a very
efficient means to estimate the states and thus achieve nearly the optimum
controller performance. It is assumel of ccurse that the model of the rotor,
support, and gust dynamics used in the Kalman-Bucy filter i8 an accurate
representation of the real system. Errors in the model will degrade the
performance.

In summary, • compensation network nay be used to reduce the mensurenents
required for the proprotor gust alleviation control system. The measurements
required for satlsfactory control are the wlng notion, the rotor rotatlonsl
speed perturbstion, end the rotor tip-path-plane tilt. Measurements in the
rotating frame era thus not really required for 8 ginballed proprotor. An
excellent source of information i8 the rim•sure•ant of the exciting gust veloc-
ity itself, assuaing that an accurate sodel i8 available to estimate the
states frou the excitation. The coupensation network we have used, s Kalnan-

Bucy fllter, is certainly not simple of course. It Is also noted that the
filter tends to be sore sensitive than the dettruinistic controller to off-

design operation and to errors in the system nodal.

i

i' Antisynnetric DynsLtc8

l . A mJor difference betvesn the 8yunetric and 8ntir_ltric dymntics of
tbe proprotor aircraft is the effect of the interconesct shaft on the anti-
87umetric sotion8 (ref8. 2 _ 3). The interconnect shaft introduces 8

stron8 s_:i_ on the rotor asinuth perturbation, so the Co root becomes an
oscillator7 uo6e with 8 frequency above .S/ray. The sprin8 changes the phase
of Ssrelative to the vin 8 untions, with a subeC_nti_l iml_tct on the dyn_tc
stability and Suet response (the w/n@ vertical bending sods is stabilised, and
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the chordwise mode destabilized). The antisymmetric dynamics may be repre-
sented with the proprotor and cantilever wing model by simply including the

interconnect shaft spring. The open loop gust response for antisymmetric

motions is close to that for symmetric motions; the only significant difference

is about 25% lower wing tip _ertical acceleration, due to the higher damping
of that motion. The 3o response of the wing tip vertical acceleration in CAT

is of the order 1.8g at max speed. The closed loop (optimal controller) gust

response is virtually identical for the symmetric and antisy_me=ric motions.

The major difference between the syn_netric and antisymmetric motions is
that for the latter the rotor azimuth perturbations result in interconnect

shaft and drive train loads, which may be significant. Indeed, for a typical
proprotor aircraft, design limit drive train loads are encountered due to anti-

symmetric longitudinal gusts in cruise mode. Figure 7 shows the gust response

of the rotor azimuth perturbation for the case of antisymmetric motion and

gusts. The open loop response increases to .3 deg/m/sec at maxim_n speed,
which we may consider a measure of the design limit loads. The optimal

controller produces a gust response which varies little with speed, ard is

about 15% of the uncontrolled level at maximum speed.

Hingeless Rotor

To examine the influence of the rotor type on the proprotor gust response

and control, we also consider a hingeless, soft-_aplane propcotor. A complete
description of the rotor is given in reference 6. The rotor has three blades,

and a radius of 3.96 m. The flap frequency is approximately uB = 1.35/rev in
cruise mode, and _he lag frequency v_ = .75/rev (the flap frequency is somewhat
lower in helicopter mode because of the higher _otor speed). The uncontrolled
dynamics of the hingeless proprotor are discussed in reference 6. There are

major differences compared with the open loop dynamics of the glmballed rotor,

due to the placement of the natural frequencies of the blade flap and lag

motions. It is found however that the controlled dynamics and gust response

of the gimbelled and hingeless rotors are very similar, because for high gain
it is the feedback loop which _etermlnes the system characteristics. A

i detailed, parallel study of hlngeless and gimballed proprotor gust r_ pones
and alleviation i8 given in reference 14.

Figure 8 shows the rms rotor lag and wing tip vertical acceleration

i response to gust, for the uncontrolled and optlmally controlled system. The
flap response is similar to the lag response, but smaller; the two blade
motions give about the same blade loads for this rotor, so the lag response is
critical. The 30 response of the rotor lag motion in CAT is of the order
3.2", which Is quite high. The rotor response is reduced to about 10Z of the
open loop value by the optimal controller. The 3o response of the wins tip

" vertlcal acceleration in CAT is of the order 1.38, which is reduced to about
.2_ by the control system. Figure 8 also shows the gust response using a
Kalman-Bucy filter to estimate the states from various measurements. As for

the giuballed rotor, it is concluded that it is nsceeaaz7 to measure the w_ng

: motion, the rotor speed perturbation, and the rotor tlp-path-plane tilt for
adequate performance of the control system. Measurements of the rotor conln8
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and cyclic lag motion are still not required. To obtain the tip-path-plane
measurement for a hingeless rotor, either the hub moment must be measured in

the nonrotating frame, or the blade root bending in the rotating frame.

Neither measurement is easily obtained, so the practical implementation of the
control system is more difficult than for the gimballed rotor. The alternative

of measuring the gust veloclties to estimate the states indirectly from the

excitation is more attractive for the hinge!ess rotor therefore, and thus the

accuracy of the rotor, support, and gust models becomes a more important
factor.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From this optimal control investigation, it is concluded that a substan-

tial improvement in the tilting proprotor gust response is possible with a

properly designed controller, including improved ride quality, reduced rotor
loads and motion, reduced pylon vibration, reduced drlve-traln loads, and

improved dynamic stability. The state variable feedback designed here is not

simple however, involving feedback of almost all the wing and rotor states.

We have demonstrated the importance of considering the entire system in the
controller design, not Just the rotor or wing alone; and the usefulness of the

wing flaperon control in a gust alleviation system for proprotor aircraft.

Efficient control requires the measurement of the wing motion, the rotor speed
perturbation, and the tip-path-plane tilt. The only real difficulty is with

the measurement of the tlp-path-plane tilt or hub moment for a hingeless rotor.

An alternative is to measure the exciting disturbance, from which a very good

estimate of the states may be obtained if an accurate model of the system is

available. Finally, it was found that a single controller operated efficiently

over the entire speed range, even though it is nominally optimal only for the
design point (160 knots). The gust alleviation system may however require

programming with nacelle tilt or speed because of some degradation in perfor-

mance at very low speed; but the design of controllers for hover has not been
considered at all.

The next steps in the investigation are fairly clear. A complete model

of the tiltlnE proprotor aircraft, including the rigid body modes and a

detailed control system model, is required to proceed. Two major areas still

to be examined are the design of a controller for gust alleviation in hover
and very low speed, and the influence of the gust alleviation system on the

aircraft handling qualitles. Then we may consider the design of a practical

gust alleviation control system for actual tilting proprotor aircraft, to be
tested in the wind tunnel and flight.Q
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